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In their Comment, Hammer and Frommhold1 check the
validity of the results in the original publication2 by compar-
ing the approximate calculations found therein to theirab
initio, quantum mechanical formalism. Overall, both comp
tational methods yield similar results, which validates t
assumptions about the principal physical processes invo
in SBSL light emission~electron–ion and electron–neutr
bremsstrahlung, radiative recombination! made in Ref. 2.
When employing the quantum mechanical absorption coe
cients, Hammer and Frommhold obtain spectra that
stronger in the UV than the approximate results, and
dominated by electron–neutral bremsstrahlung through
the range of observable wavelengths. This leads to a cha
in the spectral shape, and, in particular, removes the spe
maximum obtained in the approximate calculations for
gon.

It should be pointed out here that the approximate f
malism can produce this change in spectral shape as w
upon even slight changes of the external parameters~driving
pressure amplitude, ambient bubble radius!. In particular, for
a xenon bubble we predict~see Fig. 1! that increasingPa by
a very small amount (;0.01 atm! produces a noticeable shi

FIG. 1. SBSL spectra for xenon bubbles of ambient radiusR055.0 mm for
different driving amplitudesPa51.25, 1.3, 1.35, and 1.4 atm, indicated
the curves. The spectral maximum shifts to shorterl asPa increases and is
eventually removed from the detectable wavelength range 200
<l<800 nm.
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in the spectral maximum to smaller wavelengths~closer to
where it is observed in experiment!; if Pa is increased fur-
ther, the maximum gets indeed shifted out of the observa
wavelength regime. Note that the curve forPa51.30 atm in
Fig. 1 corrects an oversight in the original paper, where
this example the corresponding spectrum was acciden
given for a calculation without water vapor; the spectrum
given here is more intense. This in part accounts for ini
discrepancies between our results and approximate calc
tions by Hammer and Frommhold. A slight difference
modeling of the dynamics of the bubble also contributed
these deviations, which are now resolved.

In the calculations of Fig. 1,R055.0 mm is kept fixed,
and the bubbles driven at the higherPa values are not nec
essarily shape stable.2,3 However, if single-bubble sonolumi
nescence can beupscaled,4 such an increase in the drivin
and consequently in the violence of the bubble collap
should be achieved quite easily~e.g., by lowering the driving
frequency!. This is a new prediction from the model, whic
was brought to our attention through the Comment by Ha
mer and Frommhold. We also thank Dominik Hammer f
pointing out to us a typographical error in Ref. 2: the spec
molar volumevm in Eq. ~4! should be in the denominator
rather than in the numerator.

Summarizing, we stress that our model uses exten
approximations to describe SBSL light emission, and
aimed at representing the main physical mechanisms
rectly. The Comment supports the validity of our approa
and adds valuable first-principle calculations that impro
the quantitative modeling of the light emission characte
tics. We finally point out that an experimental observation
the difference between the two approaches is likely to
difficult, because of the importance of other effects that w
neglected in the modeling. In particular, the presence of
ter vapor will reduce the temperature in the collapsed bub
by changing its effective adiabatic exponent and by the
dothermal dissociation of water molecules,5,6 and will thus
be of some consequence to the emitted intensity.
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